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ABSTRACT
As a ren"tlt of the high level of gold aploration in the 1980's, economic geologists have once
again focussed their attention on the numerous technical problems that relate to the geologt of
gold deposits. Much of the reseatch on these topics has been fuvoted to the establishment
and testing of genetic models that are used to guide uploration in a general woy, but, in prac-
tice, there is a greater reErirement for specifc concepts and methods that can be applied
routinely to optilnizn uploration programs. In all topics that pertain to the geotogt of gold
deposits, there is comrnonly a larye gap between theoretical concepts and their practicat ap-
plication, ond structural anatysis applied to gold uploration is no uception.

The productive gold dcposits of the Archean and Proterozoic granite-greenstone tenanes of the
Canadian Shiel4 as typifiedby the La Ronge Domain in Saskatchewan, show an uncanny
conelation with shear mnes, and to a lesser &ent with folds. Most genetic controversies
centre on the significance of such a relationship, be it fortuitous or causative. Regardless of
genetic implications, this relationship has broad application in aploration because such struc-
tures commonly dictate not onty the sites for gold concentration, but also the orientation of in-
dividual veins and shoots. Most productive gold deposits comprise several orebodies of com-
plu shape and arangement but typically are constructed lrom one or rnore simpler eliments
such as shear veins (veins parallel to, ond withitt, shear mnes), utensional veiis, and vein
breccias that gpical$ involve oblique ertension. Iilhere sufficient dnta have been collecteQ it
appess that the oientations of these elements orc not random but are related to definable
fupositscale axes of &ension and shotening thal in turn, ore coincident with regional fabic
ses that are infened from obsenation of lineation and foliation in the vicinity of deposits.
Plunges of ore shoots ote commonly coincident with one or more of these axes.

Akhough the theoretical bosis for sn^tcturol anatysis is fimty establisheQ there are many limit-
ing facton such as lithological anisotropy that prevent such analysis from being treated as an
qact science for the purpose of gold exploration but, treated with caution, it can be used as a
techniEte to optimize exploration progrorns,
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